MPS Fall Meeting Hits the Mark!

Mark your calendar and plan to attend the MPS Fall Educational Meeting, Technology and Transformative Psychiatric Practice! The full-day event is taking place on Saturday, November 17, at the beautiful Minneapolis Golf Club.

Plan to attend and learn about how technology and care teams are transforming psychiatric practice today. The program presents available tools for clinicians to use right away in practice and offers insights on how to optimize those tools with patients. Our program committee, chaired by University of Minnesota Department of Psychiatry Professor of Psychiatry Ziad Nahas, MD, includes members representing our state’s educational and clinical institutions and MPS members from a variety of clinical settings.

Speakers will cover utilizing artificial intelligence in neuropsychiatric illnesses and review digital aids and applications. Timely topics including the clinical use of ketamine, innovations in ECT, and TMS. New research findings about TMS and EEG markers of adolescents’ suicidality, combining Behavioral Activation Therapy with TMS, and Epidural Prefrontal Cortical Stimulation will cap the program.

Our keynote presenter is Harold Sackheim, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry and Radiology at Columbia University and Chief of Biological Psychiatry at the New York State Psychiatric Institute. His keynote presentation will enrich this learning experience with its focus on innovations in ECT. Dr. Sackeim is an international authority on the conduct and analysis of brain imaging studies. We are delighted that he will be a part of this program.

In addition, the program committee has included a poster session to enrich the program participants’ experience and promises to showcase local innovators and researchers whose work may potentially help direct the future. For more information, please see the informational flyer insert in this newsletter.

Exhibitors will be on hand to offer direct, interactive exposure to the newest technologies. Mark your calendar and plan to join MPS colleagues and others for social interaction and networking while learning about the newest cutting-edge technology, transformative psychiatry improving clinical excellence.

Registration is now open. MPS and APA members are invited to take advantage of reduced rates for members. Medical students, residents, and fellows are welcome to register at no charge as MPS guests. Other care team members representing other disciplines are also invited to register. Please help us spread the word to your colleagues. Go the MPS website, MnPsychSoc.org, and register today!
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MPS PAC - An Advocacy Tool

I am writing this column as the new MPS PAC Chair. I have served on the MPS PAC Board for some time, and I am honored to step into this leadership role following Bob Nesheim’s impassioned good work as the chair for over 10 years. Since 2007, he worked closely with MPS Lobbyist Dominic Sposeto and administrator John Raymond. We are entering a transitional period in many ways, but our primary role is still to provide the opportunity for individuals interested in the future of Minnesota’s political institutions to contribute to the support of candidates for state and local office. I invite you to visit the MPS PAC website to learn more about the MPS PAC and to peruse its goals.

Since the MPS PAC’s inception, MPS Lobbyist Dominic Sposeto has informed and advised the Board on candidate contribution decisions. MPS PAC Board recently met with him to review the 134 state campaigns that will impact Minnesota’s future. Following a close review of candidates, the Board decided to contribute to 8 candidates (3 republicans and 5 democrats) representing various areas in the state. A contribution will also go to the Tim Walz gubernatorial campaign. The predominant decision point was based on previous support or stated positions that align with the PAC’s purpose and goals. Candidate support for MPS legislative priorities was also taken into consideration. We are grateful to Dominic for his guidance over the years, and wish him well in his retirement.

The MPS PAC is only as effective as its membership and donation base. Please consider joining the PAC today! There is a link on the website that makes it easy to participate. In order to assure the voice of psychiatry is heard in our state, we need to be politically active.

Mental Health Awareness Day at the State Fair

MPS and its members were involved in all aspects of the inaugural Mental Health Awareness Day at the MN State Fair. The event was sponsored by the Governor’s Advisory Council and NAMI Minnesota. MPS President Dr. Michael Trangle and Kaz Nelson, MD (right) took to the stage while Executive Director Linda Vukelich (left bottom) staffed the Foundation’s booth featuring Fast-TrackerMN.org.

The day was a great success - despite foreboding storms and threatening rain! Special guests including St. Paul Mayor Melvin Carter (shown above left with DHS Assistant Commissioner Claire Wilson). The theme for the day - and always - was “Mental Health is Health.”
Sharing Good Fortune and Future Success

Michael Trangle, MD, DFAPA
MPS President

Since my last missive, MPS activities have continued apace. Sheila Specker has become our next President-Elect, Laura Pientka and Patty Dickmann will be co-chairing our new Communications Committee, Bill Clapp will be chairing our new Senior Committee, our new Ethics Committee chair is Mary Beth Lardizabal, our Membership Committee chair is Eduardo Colon, and Karen Dickson (with Judy Kashtan’s support) is facilitating our Women’s Committee.

Linda Vukelich and our consultant Melissa Martinez-Sones are streamlining and harmonizing our constitution and bylaws to conform with the APA’s current requirements.

Linda and I just applied for an APA grant to support our new Communications Committee and help support our trainees.

As I reflect on MPS’s changes and the engagement of so many bright, energetic, and thoughtful young members and trainees who are stepping up, I’m inclined to share my thoughts which were presented at HCMC/Regions’ most recent residency graduation, but please add “MPS members” wherever you see “residents”:

“At graduation ceremonies/celebrations like these, much time is spent where residents highlight the teaching excellence of their various faculty favorites. You highlight what you’ve learned, who you really appreciate, who you want to honor, and you get to roast and toast each other in moving, and at times humorous, ways. You have certainly have earned this right and should enjoy it to the max!

“Reciprocally, we faculty highlight the accomplishments, the honors, and accolades garnered by our residents and highlight the humorous situations and promise of all our residents (all very deserved).

“What tends to get neglected is what we faculty gain from our years/decades of close association with you residents.

“I want to share how my perspective has changed over my decades of close contact (and I think by extension this is also true for the many other faculty that share my demographic, i.e. baby boomers. Early on many of us focused on a perceived lack of professionalism and responsibility and would say “what’s the matter with kids today?” Eventually many of us shifted our framing of the issue to “it’s a Generation X issue” instead of an individual failing, and eventually it shifted to “it’s a millennial issue”. But after more years, as more of us attendings began to feel stressed by issues along the “burn out” continuum, it dawned on more of us that we had a fair amount to learn from you all!

“We baby boomers have always been so numerous that we’ve been for students and residents.

“This meant that everyone should share our tendencies to have a very strong work ethic, to be goal-centric, be competitive, team oriented, and strive to be disciplined and put work (and patients) before our own families and before relaxation and recreational activities. For at least the first half or maybe the first 2/3 of my career, the terms “work-life balance” and “sustainability” were not used very much and the real priority was to do a great job with and for patients.

“But by having close enough contact with you all, hearing your pressures, doubts, hesitancies, anxieties, fears, successes, pyrrhic victories, and empathizing and feeling with you as you learn and grow is an amazing gift to us. It keeps us grounded in reality, on our toes clinically and in many ways keeps us more human, more compassionate, and much more appreciative of who you are becoming.”

“So if I were there I’d take my hat off and THANK YOU for all that you’ve given me and my fellow attendings/older MPS members over the years.

“Let’s lift our glasses and all share in a toast thanking each other for all that we’ve given and all that we’ve received as we have participated in this wonderful dance called a residency and MPS’s (past and future) efforts to improve psychiatric care in MN.

“Thanks and good fortune and learning to you in the future.

Minnesotans Reach Out to Puerto Rico

MPS Membership Committee Chair Eduardo Colon, MD, joined like-minded colleagues earlier this summer on a trip to Puerto Rico where they offered services and supplies, and helped in the ongoing rebuilding efforts there. You can help! There is a University of Minnesota Medical School Puerto Rico Outreach Fund collecting donations to support the Puerto Rican Empowerment Through Neurodevelopmental Education (PRENdE) at crowdfund.lmn.edu/puertorico. The APA Foundation is also hosting an effort and collecting donations through its Disaster Relief Fund. Go to APAFdn.org for more information.

NAMIWalk - Saturday, September 22
Join the MPS Stigma Stompers Team - or stop at the booth for a psychiatrist button to wear with your team tee-shirt. Minneapolis and Rochester!
ROBUST RISK MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

Malpractice insurance coverage through PRMS is so much more than a policy – we offer psychiatry-specific risk management support you can count on. Some important benefits included with every policy are:

- Library of 360 Resources
- ERiskHub® Cyber Security Portal
- Risk Alerts and Newsletters
- Risk Management Consultation Service Helpline
- Online and In-Person CME Courses
- On Our Minds Monthly On-Demand Risk Update

Donna Vanderpool, MBA, JD
Vice President, Risk Management

Robust risk management is just one component of our comprehensive professional liability program.

More than an insurance policy
(800) 245-3333 | PsychProgram.com/Dedicated | TheProgram@prms.com
Burnout Among Psychiatry Clinicians in Minnesota
Synopsis of discussion at the spring scientific meeting of the Minnesota Psychiatric Society

Believing that clinician wellbeing is essential to addressing the Triple Aim of healthcare, leaders from across Minnesota launched an effort in 2016 to tackle the issue. Facing a rising epidemic of burnout in physicians and advanced practice professionals, healthcare leaders across Minnesota collaborated to launch a statewide improvement effort focused on reducing burnout through the Minnesota Hospital Association. In 2016, the baseline year of the initiative, 104 individual hospitals (representing 56 healthcare sites/systems) participated in a baseline survey of burnout in their frontline clinicians. Of the 13,693 physicians and APPs invited to participate, 43% responded to the survey. In 2017, the Minnesota Hospital Association (MHA) surveyed the front line again, this time involving 113 individual hospitals (representing 63 sites/systems) and inviting 19,350 physicians and advanced practice professionals to participate, achieving a response rate of 29%. Individual clinicians were invited to self-identify the specialty grouping most aligned with their area of practice; in the 2017 survey, 257 respondents chose psychiatry as their specialty area – 44% MDs, 3% DOs, 24% APRNs, 1% PAs, and 28% another clinician type.

Almost half (49%) of psychiatry respondents feel great stress because of their work, close to the statewide average of 51%. One-third (33%) of psychiatry respondents are emotionally exhausted (also close to the statewide average of 34%). A slightly smaller percentage of psychiatry respondents compared to statewide overall respondents suffer from depersonalization (13% compared to 17%). Using the two-question Maslach Burnout Inventory screen, 35% of Minnesota psychiatry respondents are burned out (compared with 37% of respondents statewide).

When exploring the drivers of burnout, we find that over one-third of Minnesota psychiatry respondents disagree with the notion that they have enough time for what is important (34% compared with 36% across the state). Approximately one-fifth report they disagree with the idea that they have control over how they work (21% compared to 30% statewide) and one-fourth disagree with the notion that resources are allocated fairly (25% compared to 28% statewide). This driver data, coupled with the burnout prevalence data, reveal a problem that is ripe for response, growing in magnitude, but likely responsive to change. When asked to identify those key factors that would enable them to thrive professionally, Minnesota psychiatry respondents reported that work-life balance (61%), meaningful work (57%), control (45%), and high-quality care (37%) would be the most important areas for attention.

Efforts to develop a statewide quality improvement roadmap around burnout, focused on organizational level interventions and actions, practice level interventions and actions, and individual level interventions and actions, is underway, in partnership with Chief Medical Officers and Chief Executive Officers from hospitals.

(Continued on Page 8)
We’ve got you covered.

For over 30 years, we have provided psychiatrists with exceptional protection and personalized service. We offer comprehensive insurance coverage and superior risk management support through an “A” rated carrier.

**ANNOUNCING NEW ENHANCEMENTS TO THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION PSYCHIATRISTS’ PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY PROGRAM:**

- Defense Expenses related to Licensing Board Hearings and Other Proceedings: Increased Limit to $50,000 per proceeding with NO annual aggregate (higher limits are available up to $150,000)
- Fire Legal Liability Coverage: Limit of liability increased to $150,000 for fire damage to third party property
- Emergency Aid Coverage: Reimbursement up to $15,000 in costs and expenses for medical supplies
- Insured’s Consent to Settle is now required in the settlement of any claim – No arbitration clause!
- First Party Assault and Battery Coverage: Up to $25,000 reimbursement for medical expenses related to injuries and/or personal property damage caused by a patient or client
- Medical Payments Coverage: Increased limit to $100,000 for Medical Payments to a patient or client arising from bodily injury on your business premises

**IN ADDITION WE CONTINUE TO OFFER THE FOLLOWING MULTIPLE PREMIUM DISCOUNTS:**

- 50% Resident-Fellow Member Discount
- Up to 50% New Doctor Discount (for those who qualify)
- 50% Part Time Discount for up to 20 client hours a week or less
- 10% Claims Free Discount for those practicing 10 years, after completion of training, and remain claims free
- 5% Risk Management Discount for 3 hours of CME

(Above Coverage Features and Discounts are subject to individual state approval)

Visit us at apamalpractice.com or call 877.740.1777 to learn more.

American Professional Agency

**LEADERS IN PSYCHIATRIC MEDICAL LIABILITY INSURANCE**

**ENDORSED BY THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION**
New Opioids Awareness Resources Available

Professionals, families and others now have additional resources to increase awareness about the misuse and abuse of opioids. Minnesota is addressing the issue through a comprehensive, targeted state-sponsored response to the opioid crisis designed to increase awareness and reduce deaths through prevention, treatment, and recovery.

Anchored by an informative website, KnowTheDangers.com, the initiative aims to increase awareness among focus populations at high risk, as well as the general public at large through the use of culturally responsive awareness and prevention outreach.

Resources available on the website were created in direct response to research conducted with treatment professionals, those in recovery, law enforcement, educators, and others. The site includes education on opioids, information and access to Fast-TrackerMN.org to locate and set treatment appointments or find where to obtain naloxone. The statewide campaign also includes public service advertising, social media, informational materials, and more.

For more information, visit www.KnowTheDangers.com.

Empowering positive life change through choice

Individual, family, relational therapy, & psychiatry for children, adolescents, & adults

Choices Psychotherapy

952.544.6806
choicespsychotherapy.net
fb.com/ChoicesPsychotherapy
linkedin.com/company/Choices-Psychotherapy-ltd
Offices in St. Louis Park & Chanhassen, MN

North Memorial Health Psychiatrist

North Memorial Health (Minneapolis, MN) is actively recruiting both full-time and casual part-time Psychiatrists to join our team.

North Memorial Health is a comprehensive health care system that serves the north, central, and west communities in the Twin Cities metro area (Minneapolis, MN). But our reach extends far beyond these neighborhoods. Through our two hospitals (North Memorial Health Hospital & Maple Grove Hospital) and a metro-wide network of primary, specialty and urgent care clinics; outpatient centers; medical transportation; and home and community outreach, we are a regional leader in advanced medical care.

We offer a comprehensive and competitive salary and full benefits package.

To learn more please e-mail a CV to Mark Peterson, Physician Recruiter. all inquiries are kept confidential.

Mark Peterson, Physician Recruiter
North Memorial Health
E-mail mark.peterson@northmemorial.com.
Office: (763) 581-2986
Burnout (continued from page 5)

tals and healthcare systems across the state. The same data-driven approach that has worked well in other areas of quality and safety improvement is being used in this statewide action framework and revealing best practices that are bending the burnout curve. These best practices are being shared collaboratively across the state so other health systems can benefit. CEOs and CMOs of have been encouraged to identify the highest priority focus areas within their respective organizations through this data, key areas for action, and to embark upon an improvement path to mitigating burnout in their healthcare professionals.

About the authors: Rahul Koranne, MD, MBA, FACP, is the MN Hospital Association chief medical officer. Heather Britt, MPH, PhD serves as the Senior Director of Healthcare Burnout Research.

Excelsior Office Space Available - Fully Furnished

Two offices available in Excelsior, MN. Fully furnished offices with waiting room and kitchenette. Each office is $800 per month, which includes all utilities except phone and internet. Fax/copier, shredder, kitchenette with mini-fridge and microwave, and Keurig and filtered hot and cold water, are shared by the office. Each office will have a desk, cabinets, bookshelf, loveseat, chair and desk chair provided. The other two offices are occupied by a therapist and acupuncturist. Previous providers were a psychiatrist and nurse. Offices are 116 square feet and 135 square feet. Please call Steve Bubb at 612-810-6235 for more information.

A 2017 book Passion for Patients (written with Dave Racer) tells the story of Dr. Lee Beecher’s 42 year independent psychiatric practice and long-standing mental health APA and community advocacy. Go to Leebeecher.com for book reviews, Chapter summaries, policy recommendations for future patient-centered care, and to buy the book.